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Prologue
DesignOperators is a thesis that essentially investigates the nature
and characteristics of the design process by examining the effects resulted
by the introduction of computation into the field of architecture. The me-
dium addition that occurred over the last decades allows us to revisit design
through comparison of how design was, is, and might be in the future.
An essential motivation composing this thesis is the chance for
a pause long enough to allow a reassessment and a generalization of the
information and knowledge accumulated from an investigation into the
computation technology and architectural design. The ambition and hope
behind this endeavor is that it can be informative for a potentially broader
audience than one. The expectation is to initiate an open-ended discourse
about the specific research and design topic. The initial goal set for these
reasons is to organize the various aspects of this phenomenon methodically
in order to establish this basis of communication. The process of system-
atizing though has no intention to be vigorously objective. On the contrary
this study is an opportunity for communicating personal theses about the
examined subject.page 6
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Definitions
operator
- a ymbolindicating or representing
an action to be performed.
* aperson who owns or operates
some apparatus or machine.
page 7
Design operators are computation-based constructs that enable
designers to represent, generate and evaluate their ideas by means of the
specific medium. Operators are generically defined as mechanisms that
provide control to their users over a process between various sources.
Traditional operators for design include, from one extreme, the pencil and
paper, the straight edge and compass, as a set of concrete physical tools, and
on the other, the axis, the grid and the diagram, as set of abstract conceptual
devices. William Mitchell formally describes operators as tools / functions
that evaluate a new state of design [Mitchell, 1990]. In other words, an
operator is a process that inputs a specific state of a design and produces
a new one. The general idea of a design operator is not very far from this
definition, but there are certain characteristics that depart from this original
description.
Within a computational environment, such as a Computer Aided
Design software application, the traditional design operators either become
less meaningful or establish a new identity shaped by the dispositions and
biases of the new hosting context. Traditional operators exhibiting strong
bonds to the specificities of their medium, which has now changed, are
forced slowly to obsolescence. As an example the degrading use of most
geometrical instruments, such as the t-square (an instrument used for draw-
ing parallel lines), can illustrate the idea of operators becoming obsolete.
Yet, the operations performed by such operators usually haven't. Therefore,
CAD applications have introduced offset commands which perform the
process of drawing parallel lines, curves and surfaces. In that sense the char-
acteristic of the medium, which treats all geometrical entities by the same
means (polymorphism), has established a new identity in both the operator,
being now a command rather than an physical instrument and the operation
which has been expanded to multiple geometrical objects.
Furthermore, the capabilities of the computer as a design frame-
work have generated both new possibilities for the invention of new design
operators and simultaneously a significant demand. The previous example
can hint about the potential of the new design operators. Polymorphism is a
very powerful mechanism introduced to geometrical, yet not limited to, ma-
nipulations. Moreover, design was augmented with multiple new processes
that either didn't originate from, or they were not even possible within the
traditional context. For example highly complex and precise curved geom-
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etry was unfeasible for design purposes before its computational implemen-
tation. It becomes evident that the novelty of the processes the computa-
tion allowed, resulted to an emergent hiatus between the designer and the
design, as parts of a process with increasingly undefined operators.
Historical Synthesis
An important issue about computation, which is usually over-
looked, is that it actually precedes the invention of the digital computer.
Computation can be defined as a transformational process between a generic
input and output. Computation can be performed by humans on a pen and
a piece of paper basis, by mechanical devices, electromechanical devices,
analog computers, and digital computers [Copeland, 2000]. The digital
computer's computations can be described as discrete and symbolic. The
properties of this computation were formalized by Alan Turing in 1936
[Turing, 1936].
The history of design and computation has both a short and a
long version depending on the generality given to the notion of computa-
tion. An attempt of tracing back computation into the history of design
would be fascinating but nevertheless exhaustive for the purposes of this
essay. As an alternative, an interpretation of the recent history of design
and computation with no principal intention of being objective but rather
critical might be more suitable and firm. Moreover, I would like to tell the
story from a designer's point of view, rather than a historian, and draw at-
tention on two essential characteristics: the time-compression and the represen-
tation-expansion, which seem to me as being the most crucial.
Computation used for design purposes can be tracked back to
the early stages of the technological evolution of the computer. The initial
applications in both art and science were highly experimental. Due to the
practical limitations the initial experimentation were limited to specialized
applications. It is important though to understand that the nature of this
evolution is always dual: gradual and punctuated. In that sense, even though
the initial explorations on the field were limited by the means, the concep-
tual developments were unprecedented. Most of the wide spread applica-
tions we are using today were first defined in principle in these early stages
of development. In the same way the accumulation of these mechanisms
into design was neither entirely immediate nor gradual.
page 8
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The initial introduction of computation comes to the designers'
reality through the Computer Aided Design applications. The earliest tools
replaced initially the pen and paper setup only in terms of final definition
and documentation of the design product. CAD systems of the past de-
cades allowed construction and detailing plans to be produced rapidly and
local changes and adaptations to be accomplished faster. Therefore, we can
observe the first pass of computation into design, shifted to some extent
the time-frame under which specific tasks (usually the most tedious) could
be accomplished. Furthermore, the medium-shift also affected the design
representation which now becomes digital by means of the screen mapped
paper-space metaphor.
The incorporation of digital tools henceforth becomes primar-
ily a decision based rather on economic factors, such as the maximization
of the production cycles and the standardization of communication, than
futuristic or stylistic preferences. The time-compression was rather local
than global, because even though CAD allowed simple modifications to be
streamlined, on the other hand they required from their users to develop a
new knowledge-base in using computers. These initial frictions were later
minimized by the effects of acceleration; computers became general pur-
pose, affordable, user-friendly, and knowledge in CAD was accumulated
and appreciated. The initial use though should be described as transitional
or mimicking because it merely replaced-by-replication, well-known and
established design behaviors. Parenthetically, these effects usually character-
ize the first impact of a means-shift phase, since metaphors are conceptual
tools allowing cognitive bridges to be established.
As in most cases of introduction of new technologies, the stage
of metaphotic accumulation is followed by a phase of appreciation and identity
development. These phasing patterns are documented historically in many
instances, as for example the development of the ancient Greek Doric col-
umn typology, initially utilized the knowledge-base of wooden structures,
even though the medium had changed to stone. Eventually, the final formal
expression of the Doric type shows exactly how the primitive technology
of stone-carving accumulated the medium knowledge and formed a unique
and firm identity [Bouras, 19941.
We can observe similar patterns in the context of design and
page 9 computation. Gradually the tool started forming its identity and alternative
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modes of use started to emerge, other than replicated automation. Most
likely this was an outcome of allowing more time to be devoted into design-
ing the object itself through the specific medium and the appreciation of
its unique properties. In addition, the emergence of a digital design identity
should be also attributed to the gradually expanding formal geometric com-
putational tool-set. In this respect, the possibility of manipulating complex
spatial representation helped the designers to expand the realms of their
creative thought.
Underneath though, the basic fundamental changes were primar-
ily a time-frame compression through the enabling of local reiterations that
is speeding up the trial-and-error design behavior of making small adjust-
ments and quickly evaluating the overall results; and simultaneously the
possibility of generating precise curved geometry -curved geometry as a
super-set of both Euclidian and non-Eucidian geometry- which should be
considered as a representation generalization and expansion phenomenon.
Another step in the trajectory of computation for design was the
attempt to expand from the local scope of flexibility to global by paramet-
ric / associative geometry techniques. An interesting observation is that
despite the fact that these technologies were developed in earlier stages,
their actual accumulation was always slower than the development. Design,
by these means, shifted towards the idea of the process since its exact and
explicit encoding, using multiple approaches: rule-based, constrain-based,
relationship-based, allowed the automatic and ideally seamless reiteration
of the whole design act caused by either local or global modifications. It
shouldn't be surprising that process became one of the most attractive
words in the contemporary designer's dictionary. The emergent beauty
of the computationally driven design processes spring from their ability
to generate a broad enough solution space, ideally infinite, in which design
may be a mere act of selection.
Time-compression was quantitatively beneficial since it expanded
time-wise the conceptual phase of design and the iterative process of refin-
ing and finalizing it. The effects of computation through time-compression
to design conceptualization might appear to be highly indirect, but never
the less it can be inferred that given more time, more elaborate designs
might emerge. Time-compression and its effects will be examined with
page 10 specific evidence later on in the context of digital fabrication and rapid
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prototyping. Simultaneously, the concept of representation-expansion apart
from requesting a re-evaluation of the traditional means of design, it intro-
duces new modes of design thinking. The change of representation modes
affected design rather qualitative, since it challenged both our fundamental
cognitive conceptual tools and our capacity for inventing new. Again this
topic will be examined in detail later on.
For articulation purposes, the categories of complexi, accessibilit
and integration will be used in order to organize the previous set of observa-
tions and form a general discussion platform for understanding the effects
of computation in design.
Complexity - Accessibility - Integration
There is yet no general definition for complexity [Heylighen,
1990]. Historically, the notion of complexity emerged from the under-
standing that even limited systems, in terms of known control variables,
eventually exhibit indeterminate behaviors [Edmonds, 1996]. Computer-
based complexity is the result of the two previously mention characteristics
of the time-compression and representation-expansion.
Complexity appears thus in two modes: one that springs from the
ability to generate enumerable / objective complex constructs; where enumer-
able and objective characterizes a complexity that emerges from repetitive
generative processes. In other words this mode of complexity is related to
the ability of generating and manipulating rapidly large amounts of design
information. This kind of complexity is evaluated usually, in reference to
the time or space that a Turing machine would have to take in order to per-
form the same process [Goldreich, 1999].
A reciprocal type of complexity comes as a result of the introduc-
tion of non-enumerable /subjective complex mechanisms of formal, concep-
tual and perceptual definition. Non-enumerable and subjective describe a
complexity that emerges from the ability of generating and manipulating
different representation systems and producing interpretation by employing
them. It is obvious that this definition is circular -a representation system
allows interpretations but also interpretation is needed for constructing
a representation- and therefore justifies the terms non-enumerable and
subjective.
page 11
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Complexity handling of both types was always a designers' re-
sponsibility and eventually a virtue. It should not therefore be considered as
a novelty. The important concept is that we can conclude that the expansion
of complexity happened in both volume-and-quantity and essence-and-qualiy.
Accessibilit, therefore becomes a central topic for the digital
means for design. Accessibility defines the degree to which complexity
can be handled. Accessibility is mapped on the two previously described
types of complexity and can be characterized as cognitive /theoretical and
muscular Itechnical Cognitive, in terms of the theoretical framework needed
for organizing and manipulating the generated complexity. Muscular, be-
cause of the necessary technical knowledge needed for handling the same
complexity. Therefore, there is an issue of abstractions that have to be
developed in order, design over the digital to be as natural as it previously
was. Simultaneously, there is a need for a practical wisdom for design to
be expressed with. We have an amazing capacity of operating on highly
complex representations created by impenetrable computations for the
typical designer to be acquainted with. The problem that I am observing is
accessibility. We don't have adequate theoretical models of design-thinking
in the digital and simultaneously we appear to be sort in terms of a rigorous
scientific training.
Practically, my criticism springs from the difficulties I find to com-
municate with a wide audience over the subjects of design and computa-
tion that I am researching. The cognitive shortcomings originate from the
absence of a design-sensitive theoretical knowledge and consequently a
language that I could use for communication. Because of that, even though
it is not my primary concern, I am forced to suggest notions and concepts
that might allow this communication to exist. The other side of accessibility
criticizes the absence of a common design-sensitive technical knowledge-
base and eventually a language that would be extremely helpful for the same
purposes of communication.
On the other hand it seems that one way or the other the digital
mentality is going to be developed by friction, multiple iterations of trial-
and-error approaches. Nevertheless, this occasion might be a great oppor-
tunity for novel inventions / interventions, not only because of the lack
of background, which is going to be developed anyway, but also for the
page 12 chances we have to reconsider the relationship between design and science
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in terms of education and practice. None of the existing independent roles,
designer or scientist, educator or practitioner, theoretician or technician is
sufficient to encompass all in integration.
Even though accessibility is an emergent problem for specific
kinds of communication, it tends to dissolve some traditional barriers.
Computation became a universal language that allows people from different
disciplines to communicate using the same means. Once the initial obstacles
are overcome, it seems that the problems of accessibility are not only re-
solved but rather reversed. For example, it is easier to approach complex
mathematics, engineering principles, physics and other scientific areas with
only a basic understanding of computation. It is also beneficial for artistic
endeavors since all media are accessible by the same interfaces.
Integration follows the idea of accessibility. When accessibility
stops being an obstacle it is usually the time when we consider the medium
being transparent. It does not dissolve but becomes sub-dominant to the
design intention. So, a naturalized feedback loop emerges. The fact that
we consider computational tools novel is only possibly sound because of
the underlying de-facto assumption that design can or should be made by
means of the paper and pen.
Design operators are explorative mechanisms of integration; they
are also suggestive proposals of how design might be over a naturalized
medium. The enterprise of medium diffusion comes by both trial and er-
ror, that is, delayed rationalization and envisioning, that is, pre-enforced
rationalization. There are no inherent benefits in either approach but only
comparative cultural-contextual relevance. In similar fashion both can turn
out to be inspiring or disorienting.
Characteristics &Appications
The idea of the design operators started as an endeavour for
mechanisms that targeted complexity and successively accessibility with the
final intention of achieving integration. Of course the existence of these
mechanisms is not novel but has always been around design. The com-
putational operators presented here are founded on the assumption that
computationally generated complexity can be better handled using compu-
tational means. For further specification it can be said that computational
page 13
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operators are custom-made design sub-processes that enable high level of
manipulation of the design. The term sub-process refers to the generic pro-
cess-decomposition map used usually in behavioral studies [Rowe, 19911.
According to this theory, creative problem solving process can be analyzed
in elementary process.
Sub-Process Design Specific Behavior
Representation Mapping, Diagramming, Imaging, Sketching
Solution Generation Conceptual Construction
Evaluation Critical Theory, Implementation
The purpose of this mapping is to abstractly wrap some aspects
of design thinking and allow reflecting on their digital embodiment. The
sub-processes are interrelated, as for example the representation affects the
potential conceptual developments; design evaluation usually operates as a
driving force for both the representation and conceptualization. The sub-
process map is also presented in order to provide some initial hints about
the overall effects of computation on design, because it illustrates an effect-
propagation system.
It should be underlined though that the association between de-
sign inquiry and problem solving should be considered in its weak form.
The specific model was my initial reference point; the theoretical baggage
carried along from a previous research on design thinking. I cannot think
though of my current work as the product of an endeavour for resolving
design. True, there might have been problems that I was directly confronted
with but nevertheless they did not form the basis of my inquiry.
Another more interesting way to categorize operators is through
their interwntion characteristics. Three general categories of operators can be
defined: Automation, Configuration and Integration operators. Again the
categories are interrelated to some extent but the categorization can help
clarify the applications of computational design processes.
page 14
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Intervention Process Control Results
Automation Mechanical Strict Predefined
Configuration Principle-based Abstract Expectable
Integration Behavior-based Designed Imaginable
Automation:
Computational operators used for automating and optimizing final-
ized processes that produce expected results. In this category belong tasks
that involve time-sensitive, usually repetitive operations that are well-de-
fined and just need implementation. These types of operators are the most
common at the moment and include processes focused around manufactur-
ing issues. Most Computer Aided Design software, parametric or not, also
primarily target this context by promising fast analyses-simulations, refine-
ments, production-cycles etc. Despite the fact that automation and optimi-
zation are basic computational applications with no inherent explorative
characteristics outside their problem space definition, they provide highly
stable and extensible platforms for non-standard and non-trivial design in-
quiries; why and how, it will be illustrated by the implemented operators.
Confguration:
Computational operators used for configuring or calibrating well-
defined principle-based processes that produce semi-expected results. In
this category belong multi-variable processes that have to be organized and
configured in order to produce a singular optimal result. The operator en-
capsulates a control mechanism that negotiates between diverse processes.
Configurational processes can be considered as sets of known primitive
principles that form a single core process. The core process is depended
and described by these simpler component processes but the overall con-
figuration is semi-defined. Therefore the products can be controllable
but nevertheless semi-predictable. A great amount of design projects are
configuration oriented. For example, processes that combine explicit de-
sign constrains such contextual and environmental information, building
technology, socioeconomic and human factors etc. can be rationalized by
the configuration paradigm.
page 15
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Integration:
ymboZ
- a letter, a mark oi a character
a
finite alphabet:
- a non-empty set of symbols
V = { a,, a2, a,, .. a
word-
* a sequence/string of symbols
P = a, a.. a,
language:
- a set of words
L = { P P2 , P,, ... P,}
rewriting rule:
- an ordered pair of words
(P, Q ) or P - Q
generative grammar:
- an order four-tuple
G =(V,,, V,, S, F) where:
V,: non-terminalymbols
V,: terminal gmbols
S : staring symbol E V,
F :finite set of rues
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Computational operators used for integrating loosely related behav-
ioral processes that may produce not-expected results. In this case, design is
based on processes which are either highly defined or entirely undefined; ei-
ther way, they are favored for their behavioral characteristics. Therefore the
processes involve a preprocessing stage of reinterpretation or construction,
respectively. The term interrogation can be employed in order to underline
this important phase of redefining a known-process or describing a new
one. Computation as a medium can be an integral part of these explorative
design processes not only as a tool or resolution but rather as a vehicle of
thought. Furthermore, there are instances where a behavior is favored but
the process of evoking it is not defined. Computation in these cases can
also be an interrogative medium. Finally, in every case that a process cannot
be directly translated, for instance qualitative characteristics cannot always
be quantitatively expressed and encoded in a computational manner; an op-
portunity of integration is opened. The operator becomes in these cases a
mediating device of design thinking.
Documentation of Operators
The second section of the thesis presents a sequence of design
operators implemented during a two-year research in MIT. The initial at-
tempt to organize the projects in chronological order failed to demonstrate
an evolving sequential investigation as I hoped or imagined. Most of the
ideas were redeveloped iteratively by slightly different perspectives each
time. For these reasons I decided to present the operators by aggregating
them in contextual groups of a greater historical relevance.
Global Generative Operators
In this way, I begin the documentation of the projects from the
first historical step of design and computation by presenting the phase of
the digital machine, through an investigation on generative systems and for-
mal languages. The general characteristics of this era were briefly identified
in the historical analysis. In summary, this period was probably the most
fruitful in both the laying out of the theoretical, conceptual and technical
background of the field. A general critique for this era is captured by the
term digital machine, which highlights the detachment from the reality of
design thinking. The fascination caused by envisioning the potential of
computation, accelerated the basic research but also trapped it in self-refer-
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U
class sgRule {
sgSpace sgsource;
sgSpace sg.target;
}
A rmk is omposed of two virtual spams.
Spaa is undetood as an abstrad shape-
contaner Shapes ae transfwuedfrom spaa
to spae by rk afpcadon,
class sgTransformation {
void transform( sgShape shape);
}
* Spasal relatiships are captured by basic
transformigons. Transformaon are
propagaed betmwn shapes through rule
appcaon. Basicgeometry is amgmented by
hafi Wospopworphim and inheri-
anca characteris.
exempwla bansc shape relationship captmied
in a miwformat,
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ential game of computation for the sake of it. The possibility of an effort-
less generation of products pushed aside many intrinsic design properties.
The context under which the implemented operator positions itself in this
era is one of revisiting, learning and proposing some applications that
might be currently relevant.
This project was developed in the Computation Design I: Theory and
Applications fall class of 2002 offered by Terry Knight [Associate Professor
of Design and Computation, MI.
sgStudiomin was an experimental general-purpose design soft-
ware implemented for investigating the concepts of rule-based design. The
paradigm of the Shape Grammars [Stiny, Gips, 1972] was used as a starting
point. The term rule-based characterizes a design process described as a
succession of decision-steps. In a greater context these processes originate
from the theory of the Formal Languages. A language according to this
theory is defined as an arbitrary set of words; words are finite sequences
of letters / symbols; sets of these symbols constitute alphabets; genera-
tive grammars are defined by a finite alphabet of non-terminal symbols,
another finite alphabet of terminal symbols, a starting symbol from the first
alphabet, and a list of ordered symbol pairs; finally, a generative grammar
produces a language [R6v6sz, 1983]. Formal languages have been used in
many fields other than mathematics and computer science. For instance,
Noam Chomsky's theory on languages [Chomsky, 1956] was closely related
to this field. Furthermore, the theory of Automata was encapsulated by
formal languages. It is fair to say that Shape Grammars departed from this
theory based on shape manipulations rather than symbols [Gips, 1975],
[Stiny 1975].
A rule, in this context, describes a relationship between shapes;
the relationship is further defined as a two-state condition: an initial con-
figuration of space and a final one. The concept of rule-based derivation is
quite simple: "under these conditions, take the following action" or "if this ipatial
configuration is found, then change / modi,6 / replace it with this one". A rule
therefore, describes a conditional execution of a design action. Ultimately, a
design process is expressed globally as a sequence of rule application.
The software application was implemented in Java [java.sun.com],
which is one of the most highly developed computer languages, in terms
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of abstraction from the underlying machine level. sgStudio_min was fun-
damentally based and bounded by the specificities of this development
context. The final application was rather closer to the symbolic model of
Formal Languages than the idea of Shape Grammars, which is based on a
non-symbolic definition for geometry [Stiny, 20001. From a designer's point
of view, the software provided the means for defining spatial relationships
between three-dimensional objects using rules. The rules would then be
sequenced in a list end executed in order to produce a final geometrical
configuration. My evaluation of the application, from this perspective, is
that it would be highly cumbersome to develop a design with some level of
sophistication based on these principles. The problems were mainly found
on the cognitive level: it is very difficult to retain control in building a very
complex design product based on simple geometrical manipulations. After
a number of defined rules, the process becomes rather one of logistics, be-
cause it is impossible to keep track of all components. There was also a
problem of scalabity, because the attachment to a graphical-shape notation
was rather holding me back from developing intuitions and abstractions for
the design. Finally, the whole model was so highly synactic, that made diffi-
cult the process of evoking or attaching a meaning in the designed object.
The first version of the software offered a great amount of in-
tuitions regarding the specific computational formalizations of the design
dfnitiox of th nght-sid of rmk process. Initially, it became apparent that the procedural framework, the
rule-based approaches offer, is extremely generative powerful. Numerous
variations of highly complex configurations can be produced by simple
sets of rules describing basic spatial relationships. Therefore, the generatie
potentialof the model is extremely high and eventually escapes our cognitive
abilities to understand, follow and control it. Rule-based design processes,
as all generative models, share these properties. A generative model is exact-
ly that; a system that inputs a finite amount of information and with simple,
also finite, transformational methods produces infinite amount of results.
Generative models -described in this instance as global
generative operators- are always bounded by a single-directional rationale; they
begin with almost nothing and produce almost everything by building, up-
wards or downwards, sequentially more complex structures based on basic
drintvon based on te defind rmk elements and methods. Design as a process, cannot be adequately simulated
with such models, because it also involves multiple other tactics. Abstract
page 18 design intentions cannot always be structured in this continuous sequential
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mode, but rather appear or evolve sporadically in a punctuated equilibrium
fashion. Furthermore, design cannot be entirely either global or local. The
fact that eventually can be presented linear as such, does not justify the as-
sertion.
These remarks do not have to do with the partiality or complete-
ness of one or the other design models; in other words, whether rule-based
design can possibly describe everything or not. Models as such are generic
systems that produce primarily descriptions and afterwards functions for
these descriptions. In that sense, design can be viewed singularly or mul-
tiplicitly through different models with the same amount of legitimacy.
"'~fl*~hied t 1 of te sesd mn The main argument is that selecting a model is a rather a personal stylistic
Of S9'&AZXX 'preference that becomes eventually meaningless to argue about. It is usu-
ally more important to know the advantages and limitations of each, rather
than contrasting them. In every case, there are inherent biases embedded
in these models [Rowe, 1991]. Essentially the focus of the argument has to
be transferred from a debate concerning which is more or less constraining,
to which constraints are more preferable for the conditions of a particular
design process.
to wicheonstainstaromorfprferale frote coditins-fhanartiula
The reflections on rule-based design, formulated the basis for the
second version of the software application in which I attempted to expand
the scope of the investigation and create a design programming language. The
i * at of * ow viv kidea for such a project emerged from both the feedback gathered by the
njt-haad #P k S & p" * and Me1 LAker initial implementation of the software and an attempt to further evaluate
pawn (op to baew, kfttrot).
the potential of rule-based system.
A programming language is defined by only a few basic linguistic
constructs: information storage and access, iterative execution and condi-
tional execution. Higher level constructs consequent of the initial set are:
nested execution and recursive execution. A programming language thus is
a computational generative model. Realizing that the rule-based application
covered all of these aspects, it was quite inevitable to move in that direction.
A rule encapsulates a conditional execution and furthermore it contains a
description of design information. Gradually the act of design by sequenc-
. t,, Lakrpaneln aug h, d s ing rules started becoming more like a computer programming practice.
npresentaion of a ruk.
The objective for the new version of the software was to
page 19 capture the essence of this observation in a rather tangible way. The graphi-
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cal user interface was composed out of four design control panels. Two of
them represented the two parts of a rule: the initial space and the eventual
space. A third panel contained the geometry of the design canvas: a space
where the results of the rule application would be ideally visualized. Finally,
the last panel contained a diagrammatic description of the defined rules, the
contained objects in the rules' spaces, the properties of these objects and
the sequence of rule-based commands.
The user would primarily interact with the diagrammatic interface
entitled as the knkerpanel Through this interface it would be possible to
create definitions of objects and their transformations, connect their com-
mon properties, define interactive rules and finally create chains of design
commands. One of the most powerful features was encapsulated in the
idea of rule-space connection. This feature would allow rules to interact
with each other by linking their spaces (initial and eventual). Through this
mechanism it would be possible to generate non-linear relationships in a
cognitive-friendly manner. By the same means also, the initial abstraction of
a deterministic tree or lattice diagram would be extremely expanded.
Design consequently could be interpreted not as an act
of direct formal-description but rather as an information-relationship or-
ganization process. The geometrical representation of a design was either
a debugging or final output information; nevertheless not the immediate
design medium. The actual medium is the diagrammatic interface and the
actual output is a procedural description. Composition by the diagrammatic
interface is concurrently an act of computer programming and design. The
actual result of this process is both a geometric construct and a description
of it in the form of a soure-code.
In brief, what might be interesting in this approach is that it im-
mediately blurs the boundaries of design and programming. The tool is an
abstract device, flexible enough to encompass both, since the output might
be considered as a finalized formal / spatial configuration or a generative
software application. The effects of this blur can be extremely surprising.
For example the encodable parts of design may be encapsulated in a source-
code format: a packed condition of both a description and a set of in-
structions that operate on the descriptions. Instead of communicating and
exchanging static geometry information we might base design entirely on a
Universal Design Modeing Language. In fact, this approach is already embed
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in the mainstream of some design practices, specifically those that are close
to the film and game industries, but it is also slowly being adopted in other
branches. For example XML and SenPt composites are getting gradually
integrated in our everyday computational life. We might be able after that
to talk about possible open-soune designs [OpenSource.org] or CVS-based
[CVSHome.org] design collaborations. All these potential applications are
not that far away since many aspects of them are already partially incorpo-
rated in many existing software.
Using formalisms as design tools is neither novel nor advanta-
geous over other practices. For example, Christopher Alexander described
a model based on hierarchical trees, lattices and semi-lattices [Alexander,
1964], Lionel March by Group Theory principles [March, 1974] and George
Stiny and James Gips by the Formal Languages [Stiny, Gips, 1972]. There
are specific advantages and limitations in adopting these methods. For
example, such systems are highly syntactic; in a sense, semantics are sub-
dominant to syntax, since there has to be an indirect / embedded encod-
ing-structural phase. In other words, meaning propagates indirectly itself
through compounds of descriptions and methods. A gesture-based design
approach, for example, has to be immediately structured in a relationship
condition -a geometric association for instance- between concretely de-
scribed elements. Traditional design methodologies that don't reinforce the
process of making explicit formalizations right from the beginning might
therefore behave sometimes more intuitively (i.e. less obtrusive).
On the other hand, structured and object-oriented programming
allows complex manipulations to be organized easier, because of the solid
descriptive power of the model. Therefore, there might be a potential to
embed denser and more subtle relationships in the final outcome. Graphical
representation of these process operators is also highly important, since it
seems that we can process more information visually. The generic essence
of a formalization model, as a design tool, is captured by its baffering char-
acteristics. In other words, models help us express explicitly some inten-
tions in order to process more information implicitly within the limitations
of our cognitive capacity In conclusion, the mediating properties of such
models, between design intentions and their representations, accommodate
the mental process of composition.
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In summary, there are two key aspects illuminated by this project;
one concerning the nature of design, had we accept the generalization of
concurrent design and programming process; and secondly, the contribu-
tion of descriptive and generative systems -global generative operators- as
means of design. What may be interesting to investigate further in this
context of operators, arc potential applications that move the rule-based
principles beyond the immediate graphical level. In that sense it would be
interesting to investigate and develop an assocation automaton, which would
adapt to a parametric modeler and augment this mode of design.
the scnpt inpnts an initalsmfaapatch.
Rapid Prooppig &Fabicaton Operators
The following projects of the series are positioned in a successive
phase of design and computation, where the need for a return in design
reality was facilitated by the parallel advancements in technologies around
computation. Whether, the need for reestablishing the relationships with
design or the introduction of new technologies was the leading factor in the
evolution of design and computation is arguable. Nevertheless there were
& o 4ions in thecertain step-backs but also jump forward. The rapidprotop4ping andfabrica-
netin of the parametric sfac. tion operators are positioned in this context between as exemplary negotia-
tion mechanisms between physical and digital design.
This project was developed for the Generative & Parametric Destgn
Tools for Rapid Protoyping and Fabrication spring class of 2003 offered by
Larry Sass [Assistant Professors of Design and Computation, MITJ, Terry
Knight [Associate Professor of Design and Computation, MIT], Axel
Kilian [Ph.D. Candidate of Design and Computation, MIT], Carlos Bar-
the next parameter contals the naber of rios [Ph.D. Candidate of Design and Computation, MIT], Yanni Loukissas
dvisijins in the n-direction of the s . [SMArchS Candidate of Design and Computation, MIT]. The final project,
which is presented here, was investigated in collaboration with Sameer
Kashyap [SMArchS Candidate of Design and Computation].
Rapid prototyping and fabrication are both methods of transfer-
ring design products from a digital environment to the physical reality.
These technologies were initially used by engineers as methods for evalu-
ation and implementation of high-precision designs. The importance of
the dird thickness is expressed on the these techniques springs from their ability to bridge the disjoint realities by
normnal direin of the snefame
informing the unbounded digital processes of the constraints and limita-
tions of the current implementation technologies. For design purposes
page 22 these technologies became crucial for two main reasons. Initially, because
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the possible products of a computer-based design process are far wider in
extent than those that can be actually implemented physically. Therefore,
digital fabrication technologies introduced a number of realistic consider-
ations into a digital-design process; nevertheless these constraints bounded
the range of design possibilities but in the same time they provided tan-
gible and generic means for design actualization. Simultaneously, because
the main computational representation system, namely the display, is not
adequate to inform a design process overall; rapid prototyping technologies
enabled the evaluation of intermediate physical design-artifacts.
The operator implemented for this project was based on a user-
kl sofware application dewlopment technique, commonly known as senpting.
Scripting languages are positioned at the highest level of abstraction among
computer programming languages. The terms high and low level capture
the distance between the code and the machine. In other words, a high level
programming language has to be transformed multiple times -from human
text-based code to the Appication Programming Interface for the specific soft-
ware, the intermediatep-code command interpreter, the compiled command
nati code and finally the processor specific machine code- until it reaches
the hardware layer. A scripting language is positioned between an existing
software environment, a CAD application for instance, and its API, that is,
a convention system describing how the components of the application can
be utilized by means of code, rather through the graphics user interface.
The high-level of abstraction of these languages allows users
with limited prior knowledge in computer programming to access the
infrastructure of the hosting software environment and rapidly customize
their behavior. In essence, these languages enable users to generate their
own custom tools. There are specific advantages in using such techniques
for design purposes. A typical CAD environment offers usually a wide set
of geometric tools that the user does not have to implement from scratch.
Simultaneously, the time needed to adapt in this awkward way of design /
computation is very short because the commands that the hosting applica-
tion makes available to the user, map to the commands that the application
offers through the visual interface.
Scripting is extensively used for rapid organization and customiza-
tion of information. For instance, most of today's web-services are based
in database and scripting compounds. The emergence of this computation-
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business model elevated the status of these programming means, which
were previously considered as limited toy-languages. In general scripting is
characterized by the idea of a macro command language. A macro command
is a shortcut tool, a sequence of simple commands that a user would oth-
erwise have to execute manually by interacting with the graphical user in-
terface. In these terms, scripting was traditionally used for collapsing highly
repetitive processes by emulating user's actions. The new model of using
scripting is based of the idea of adapting diverse information to specific
&e iniAhwfaa mdrbs re * needs under specific parameters. In conclusion the medium of scripting
is as wide as the hosting system allows it to be, it is suitable for fast-cycle
experimentations rather than long-term and large-scale applications, and
it is extremely flexible because it allows communcation between various
sources of computations by a unified programming interface.
By these means I implemented a general-purpose operator for a
rapid prototyping process; a script, capable of generating all the essential
design information for a transfer of any arbitrary surface into a physical for-
* d otaief t i m da n&i rid re . mat. After, realizing the amount of steps that I would have to take in order
to produce a single physical model of a Non-Unform Rational BeZier Spine-
based surface manually, I decided to rather encode the process in a script
and relief myself from doing such a tedious task in the future. The goal
was to describe, once, all the necessary steps needed in order to produce
one single model from a surface, and afterwards by changing the constant
constraints of the process into controlling parameters to be able to repeat
the sequence with any generic initial input. This is a typical implementa-
tion process-description of any automation flavored operator; map down
all actions under fixed-static conditions, produce a working program and
then figure out where are potentials of parameterizing thus generalizing the
process exist. An interesting property of encoding a process is this fashion
is that it allows you to immediately spot all the potentials of parametrization
and effectively generalization. All hard-coded numeric literal information,
for instance, are highly visible potential parameters.
The specific script inputted any generic surface and a number of
parameters. By analyzing the surface in its isoparametric curves, it gener-
ated a curved grid of interlocking rib members, on top of the underlying
geometry. The members were then unrolled on a two dimensional plane,
sequentially numbered, color coded and packed. The process produced a
page 24 drawing-specification ready for an extrusion-flavored prototyping tech-
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nique such as laser-cutting, paper-cutting, water-jetting, milling or, in gen-
eral, any CNC-machining process.
The time needed for such a prototyping specification to be
generated was only a few minutes -depending on the available computa-
tional power-. The same process executed manually needs countless hours.
Therefore the advantage of implementing this method was primarily time-
compression based. By observing the scripted process thoroughly, it be-
comes evident that the computer executes numerous amounts of geometric
manipulations, on a non-Euclidian surface, which cannot be executed by
a typical user manually. The difficulty does not emerge from the "objec-
tive fact" that a user is unable of replicating the behavior of the machine;
nevertheless the nature of automation ensures that whatever the machine
does originates from an encoded description of the user's behavior. The key
point here is the precision and stability of the results the machine ensures,
given a well encoded process.
Furthermore, besides the first-pass technical benefits of the meth-
od, there are more interesting effects that reflect on the design as a process
by such mechanisms. For example the fact that a digital design, trapped in
the partiality of the representation of the two-dimensional screen space,
can now become a part of a physical evaluation is far more important of
a result. Even though the evaluation is still partial, since the prototype is
only another representation of a greater result, the fact of its physicality
allows a more information-vivid evaluation for our current cognitive design
instincts. Moreover, the process of thinking possible ways of translating
a digitally design project into a physical format, is thought provocative,
design-wise expressive and provides an opportunity for more rich design
product.
The ability to produce multiple variations of the same schematic
device expands the traditional idea of design evaluation through simulated
representations. Even though the difference in essence is volumetric, that
is, we can produce more physical intermediate artifacts, it becomes in-
evitably qualitative. As mentioned previously, because the design practice is
largely bounded by time limitations, and given more feedback over a fixed
time-frame potentially can lead to more refined products. The traditional
approach of variational evaluation is based on a finite set of generated rep-
resentations: sketches, models, plans and sections, which are evaluated and
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selected combinatorially. Therefore, we were used to laboriously instantiate
a few number of discreetly sampled possible products, out of a continuous
range, and imagine the in-betwens. Technically speaking, this is called inter-
plation. The limitations of this process can be attributed to these practical
constraints. For instance, it might be easy to imagine in-between states of
two conditions but it becomes proportionally cumbersome to number of
conditions. The nature of the computational revolution springs from the
ability to operate on ranges and continudties: the ability to instantiate selec-
tively infnite variations based on fractions of a range of possibilities that
are interpolated between multiple attractors. The cognitive and conceptual
expansion of this ability is extreme. It is also raising some new problems.
Nevertheless, the impact becomes immediately qualitative. This topic will
be discussed further on in detail.
Even though the scope of the experiment was actually limited, it
offered a lot of intuitions in terms of extrapolating the potential of such
processes. Scalabiki is an emergent question; whether the same process can
be used for actual fabrication. In the specific implementation many reality
factors were disregarded, as for example the torsion of the ribs which was
simplistically resolved by the unrolling function. This resulted to a model
that could only be realized by flexible material, such a cardboard, paper and
thin metal sheet. The sub-division of the NURBS surface's topology was
also handled arbitrarily by simplistically utilizing the defaultpammeteritation
of the computational geometry [Piegl, Tiller, 1995]. A more sensitive to
the form approach for instance would have to take the principle curvatures
of the object into consideration. The initially naive implementation went
through without a scratch between many of these realistic problems. This
brings us up with the idea of hacking in design which I will discuss later. For
the time being, it can be said that factors, such as material, can be further be
incorporated into the process and produce more efficient results, either by
resolving the problems or just informing the designer of the impossibility
of the solution.
The specific application illustrated that a process encoded in this
manner can be highly flexible since it can be organized in succession of ge-
neric-to-specific steps. Once a new consideration is revealed the script has
to be adjusted rather than rewritten from scratch in order to parametrically
encapsulate the new knowledge-base. Therefore the same core processes
can be generalized in order to cope with both prototyping and fabrication.
DesignOperators
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The only real difference is the amount of knowledge-base that has to be
encoded; in other words the level of detail that the script has to embrace.
The specific project for instance, created a personal encoded heritage that
became the basis of almost all of further experimentation using these kinds
of scripted operators.
An effect revealed by this project, relevant to the nature of digital
design, was about its hacking characteristics and potential. Hacking is con-
sidered in this instance the total ignorance of the specificities of a problem
*member ynerated by asr-attig macin.
space paired by the fact that the medium being abstract enough allowed ver-
tical runs through realistic problems without initial and intermediate fric-
tions. In short, design in digital does not require an overall extensive knowl-
edge in order for one to come to results. The fact that I disregarded the
materiality of the prototyped models did not blocked the scripted process;
on the contrary, it allowed me to think generally, produce tangible results
and become conscious of the further necessary steps that I would have to
take in order to target more specific behaviors. In a sense, it can be said that
the benefits of engineering emerged, that is, it was not necessary to solve
universal equations to get perfect results but only those that are important,
in order to get meaningful products. An abstraction layer between inten-
tions and realistic consideration was always an important creative factor in
design. The difference in a digital setup is that it becomes more accessible to
shift back and forth these modes. In a way, computation made engineering
problems more relevant and essentially more accessible to a design process
that initially ignored them. By the same means of scripting it is possible to
incorporate engineering information either by encoding some partial simu-
vrsumbkdkbw a = " lation models or by merely plugging-in and adapting a more credible open
and public engineering code-library. The meaning of hacking in these terms
refers to the potential accessible back-doors that the computation opens
to other fields of knowledge to designers and to the possibilities for more
information-dense designs.
* prtopes of age nWu denity wiawen.
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The MiranSmpt Operator
The Miran gallery script was part of the Arshitectua/ Design
Workshop: The 2003 Centre Pompidoi Exhibition workshop offered by Mark
Goulthorpe [Associate Professor of Design]. This project would not have
been possible without the invaluable help of my friend Alexandros Tsamis
[SMArchS Candidate of Design and Building Technology] who guided the
process of establishing a design sensitive and intuitive user-interface, with
his insightful comments and recommendations.
The project involved the implementation of a generative algo-
rithm for prototyping and fabrication purposes of the existing gallery
design. In a greater scope, this project was an in-depth continuation of the
previous research in rapid prototyping and digital fabrication. Instead of
exploring the generic possibilities of such methods for design, the Miran
operator focused on the descriptive generation of prototyping and fabrica-
tion information for a single case scenario design.
The initial goal was to automate a process of fabrication based
on the decomposition of a curved form into planar elements by means of
contouring. This approach is commonly used for translating complex three-
dimensional objects into sets of two-dimensional components. Contour-
slicing makes possible the realization of complex geometries by describing
them as simpler elements that can be fabricated by current CNC technolo-
gies. The obvious advantages of decomposing a complex object into flat
pieces come with a number of limitations springing from the generic nature
of process. In other words, the process of contour generation is on the one
hand abstract enough to process every kind of operand geometry, but on
the other, this abstraction collides with the specificities of a preconceived
design solution. Therefore, it can be said that there is a general problem
concerning genenc processes and design. Generic processes are unable
to adapt to the conditions of specific design intentions. Simultaneously,
genetic processes tend to homogenize the outputs which have to be dif-
ferentiated afterwards. The effects of the homogeneity, which are highly
visible in digital design projects, are caused by the utilization of arbitrary
computational processes as this. This observation hints about the neces-
* mo1delseoned sing a awwdpath and wi-
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sity of a co-development of both design intention and the computational
expressive means.
During scripting of the contouring function it became obvious
that the schema of the process could be expanded. A contouring method
is controlled by an axis along which perpendicular planes are defined and
slice the operand geometry. The intersection produces curved profiles used
later on for creating extruded rib members. Usually, the stepping function
from each plane to the next one is constant. Contouring of this fashion is
usually employed by architects and planners for representing terrains and
landscapes. The concept of the contouring script was based on the idea of
polymorphism. Polymorphism, characterizes behaviors of objects unrelat-
ed to their underlying description and parameters. For instance, the contour
slicing is defined by an axis and a stepping function. There is no inherent
constraint for using a line as this axis and a constant pace as the stepping
function. Any method based on the essence of slicing incrementally along
an axis can be thought of as a contouring mechanism. Moreover, slicing
does not intrinsically imply cutting a curved object with a plane, but rather a
generic intersection operation between any number of objects, of any type
as long as they are greater than one.
The scripted process used a spatial curve for an axis and a non-
uniform stepping function for controlling the density of slicing. On each
point on the curve, the tangent vector was used to define a plane which then
sliced the original model. The density of the point distribution on the curve
was controlled by an external diagrammatic operator . Therefore the step-
ping function was described geometrically by the user and then employed
by the script in order to vary the density of the slicing process. According
to a control parameter, the generated cutting plane could either intersect
the model and generate a single profile or offset itself in both normal di-
rections, by a user-defined amount, and then slice the model twice. In the
first case the single profile was used for generating extruded rib members
and on the second for creating rule-based curved ribs. Therefore, there
was a conditional execution pattern introduced in the process. In the first
instance the ribs could be fabricated by most current machining techniques,
such as laser-cutting, but on the second one, because of the curved side
of the members they could only be manufactured by specialized machines
with multiple axes of motion freedom. The same script, under slightly dif-
ferent parameters also generated a slotted base structure for the ribs to be
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positioned and locked in place on the floor. Finally, a last scripted procedure
generated joints between the ribs by following the iso-paramettic curves of
the original surface.
The results of this generalization created immediately a variety
of advantages over the simplistic contouring technique but also new issues
concerning the control of such multi-viabk processes. The introduction
of spatial curve as an axis of slicing and the ability to vary the density of
the ribs augmented the process by allowing a gesture to be embedded in
the abstract geometry. In other words, the arbitrary contouring mechanism,
which disregards all intrinsic characteristics of the design and treats all input
geometries equally, became a relatively more expressive mechanism. The
expressive potential came both from the objective characteristics of the
geometry which were now was actively considered through the process and
from the subjective fact that the final outcome exhibited formal dynamic
properties. Therefore, the curvature of the axis, variance of the density and
the iso-parametric jointing densified the characteristics of the product and
simultaneously embedded an intrinsic tension on the form by operating on
its sub-components globally.
The script initially requested the density parameter to be encoded
as a parametric mathematical function. For instance, a constant density
could be described by a single number (the pacing distance), a linear in-
crease could be encoded as a first degree expression and for more complex
behaviors elaborate expressions, utilizing the underlying scripting engine,
could be used. This approach became cumbersome because sophisticated
mathematical description demanded non-design-friendly knowledge-base
on math and also because the model of hard-coding information in this
symbolic manner is highly non-intuitive. For these reasons, I decided to
change the representation from symbolic to geometric and allow the user to
draw a graph by means of the geometric tools of the CAD application. The
script interpreted the graph-curve and extracted the implicit density infor-
mation. The representation shift was decisive because of the visual quality
of the graphed mathematical expression. Scientifically, there was a relative
loss of control and precision over the process because the NURBS polyno-
mials cannot describe all mathematical curves, but nevertheless the usability
increased dramatically. Yet, the graph, even its initial cognitive advantages,
it remained an abstract metaphor from the intuitive idea of controlling the
density of points distributed along a curve. After a long struggle to embody
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this design information I ended up hacking the problem by introducing a
well-known interface for controlling distributions used in most photo-edit-
ing software. The density curve, which was eventually the parameter the
script requested, was inspired from the tone-curen used for lightness-con-
trast calibrations in digital imaging. This simplistic interface has a single
extremely important property; it is considered as common knowledge to all
designers using computers.
The experiment became also interesting in terms of control be-
cause the process was effectively depended on multiple parameters of vari-
ous sources. Some of the parameters were numeric and other geometric.
The design of a controlling mechanism was mandatory since the process
would have been impossible to be employed in meaningful ways otherwise.
This experimentation over these kinds of operators was highly important
since most processes as such, reaching a critical mass of complexity, cannot
be essentially controlled by simplistic parameters. The process in its entirety
described previously defines an operator which has specific inputs, outputs,
internal behaviors and external parameters. These kinds of operators are in
a sense primitive. They operate directly on top of geometry and generate
or filter design information. It is laborious yet relatively trivial to define by
scripting or parametric modeling such multi-variant systems. The only con-
straints in these cases are the level of understanding of how computational
geometry functions and the level of clarity of what has to be described by
such means.
On top of these operators we might consider another level of
operators; the orchestral operators or meta-operators. The terms orchestral and
meta are used for denoting a coordination of a diverse and interrelated
initial group in order to produce a coherent singular result. These opera-
tors are situated between the extremes of the internal generative system
and the designer. The nature of these operators is dual; on the one hand
they negotiate between the machine and the user, and therefore can be
characterized as customized Graphical User Intefacs, on the other hand
they negotiate between the underlying operators and the context of their
application. These operators demand highly abstract thinking for creating
hyper-relations between non-homogeneous controls. It is also important to
be informed by the cognitive mechanisms of the current design practices.
Up to the level that multiple simple controls have to be tweaked in order
to produce a result, these operators can be considered also as optimization
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operators. More interesting effects though are produced because of the
nature of optimization in design does not correspond with the engineering
one. In engineering for instance, you cannot optimize a process that has
not been described adequately. In a design context this sort of optimiza-
tion is unfeasible because the operating descriptions are always partial and
unstable. Therefore optimization is rather explorative than a neutral search-
ing technique. It allows to intuitions to be developed by accelerating some
sub-processes which might be entirely thrown away or vastly reinterpreted
or transferred because they produce inspiring effects.
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A question of potentials and strategies for applications emerges
from this discourse on scripted operators. In other words, whether or not
it is actually advantageous to encode a process as such or rather perform
it manually. What kinds of processes are scripting-friendly and how can
we assess which approach is more generally performative. Even though I
cannot clearly define the boundary conditions of such an inquiry, I can
nevertheless delineate some areas of interest. It is evident that mechanical
processes can be most of the times automated by encoding. The experiencefik hml of the gr def ned by arn-edged
rbs (based en the fina setioning stnatgy sith shows that computers can handle easily large-in-scale, repetitive processes.
iwo xachtng paths). It is usually surprising of how deeply nested complex function can be per-
formed in no-time by a short script, but on the other hand this not always
the case. As long as a process remain stable and don't contain a considerable
amount of exceptional cases, it usually easy and affordable to encode.
We can categorize processes according to their conditional char-
acteristics. A process for instance that produces stable results, without any
Sdetai of bare the sightfeedback iterations based on conditional statements, is most of the times
mwance of the pe, reneakd by tix rd& affordable. In other words, exceptions are usually produced by unbounded
condison.
or non-linear functions. Exceptions demand conditional manipulations,
more rules in essence, which in turns means more code and eventually more
complexity. The rapid prototyping project was developed to a level that was
highly stable and the exceptions were minimal. An exception manipulation
had to be encoded for instance for the profile edges, where it needed to
be devised a special case of interlocking pattern. Further refinements in a
process like that would inevitably result to more exception handling. The
- detail showing the hae-elements, fonmng Mitan gallery script exemplified the idea of the evoltionary singuhiti of
the Law seoning patern, intrlocking xith design operators. The further the process moved deep into design detailsthe ribs.
the more the script became less general. Eventually, there was one script
page 33 custom tailored for the project: the MiranScrrPFm.
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Coming back to the idea of collapsed prototyping and fabrication
by means of computational tools, there are multiple interesting intuitions
about the future of the profession of design. An anecdotal story can il-
lustrate the effects better. Once the script was finalized, the design file
containing the meaningful and essential information was e-mailed to the
prototyping fabricator. After checking it he concluded that some features
of the model were not adequate for his process. Based on his expertise he
suggested the necessary modifications. Ten minutes later he had a new up-
dated version of the entire model with all modifications as described.
Essentially, the virtue and doom of a design product is that it
involved multiple people specialized in different areas. The most difficult
problems through this interdisciplinary process are usually generated by
incompatibilities in communication. The uniform means of computational
design allow many of these hiatuses to be bridged sometimes even transpar-
ently. In this case it became afterwards apparent that some implied hypoth-
eses of our process were colliding with realistic factors of some other pro-
cesses down the chain of design events. The fact that both sides could com-
municate over the same information-set in combination with the fact that
the initial description was flexible enough to accommodate some changes,
collapsed a time-consuming, yet not only effective on time, process of com-
munication. The success of a computational mechanism is that adapts the
design information to the specifications of each contributing party.
An interesting side-effect springs from the essence of this awk-
ward design information encoding. In computer science it is called informa-
tion hiding and scope visibility resolution; when it comes to design the effects
are quite interesting. For instance, an encoded description can define design
scopes or regions, such as only the meaningful information will be accessi-
ble to each party. The engineer will be able to access only relevant informa-
tion for the project, add, subtract and modify the parts that are essential to
engineering matters. Simultaneously, the architect can keep working on the
design by not having to confront directly the engineering specificities. The
fabricator might be only interested in the construction specifications that
are outputted from the same model. The purpose of such an encapsulated
system is not by all means to keep the boundaries of each profession intact
but rather to filter information by relevance. This might not be meaningful
for small scale projects but nevertheless when the information complex-
page 34 ity goes over a threshold it becomes rather a necessity. We don't have the
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luxury anymore for centralized design groups, such as the team worked
for the pyramids, and therefore it seems that a decentralized / networked
model as todays would be benefited by complexity handling and communi-
cation mechanisms. Furthermore, information hiding is also important. In
a sense the one who holds the description is the one who has the control.
In summary, it can be said that a designer by the digital has also to be an
information architect and administrator.
Environmental Information Operators
The next sequence of projects belongs also in the computation
and environment phase of design and computation. They are representa-
tive an intention to incorporate and internalize an external environment
inside the machine in order to augment and bypass the shortcomings of a
joint-based translation mode, described by the previous two projects. These
shortcomings are mainly caused by the continuous moving in and out
process from the machine to the environment. Even though the frictions
caused by a repetitive translation are design-wise exploitable; in a greater
context they rather obfuscate the process.
The environmental information operators were a set of computa-
tional tools developed for purposes of introducing contextual properties
into a digital design setup. The early desire of this experimental project
was to create a wide set of simulation oriented procedural toolkit in order
to embed responsive behaviors into geometric form. There are two differ-
ent algorithmic devices implemented for different projects. Environmental
information is essential in digital design because the virtual space has no
inherent external constraints. It is arguable whether the abstract nature of
digital space is actually beneficial or not for design. Introducing these kinds
of objective constraints does not target to limit the potential of design in
the digital neither to legitimize the design. Design can be purely digital by
utilizing the internal dynamics of virtual space, draw on conceptual map-
pings provided by the medium and evolve independent of physical con-
siderations. Environmental information operators target the opposite end;
their main purpose is to actively inform design of the parameters of the
physical world.
page 35
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This project was developed in the Generati&i & Parametric Design
TooLr for Rapid Proto yping and Fabuication spring class of 2003 offered by
Larry Sass [Assistant Professors of Design and Computation, MITI, Terry
Knight [Associate Professor of Design and Computation, MIJ, Axel
Kilian [Ph.D. Candidate of Design and Computation, MITJ, Carlos Bar-
rios [Ph.D. Candidate of Design and Computation, MITI, Yanni Loukissas
[SMArchS Candidate of Design and Computation, MIT]. The final project,
which is presented here, was investigated in collaboration with Sameer
Kashyap [SMArchS Candidate of Design and Computation].
The first operator focused on simulating and integrating lighting
conditions into computational geometry. The traditional approach of using
light as an active part of a design process is usually limited to photorealistic
simulation or illumination and shadow analyses. In the first case, objective
data encoded by universal standards are incorporated in photorealistic ren-
dering software. The designer can simulate the behavior of natural light by
specifying the location and time characteristics of the site and visualize the
lighting conditions of the environment. Some software support artificial
illumination simulation by providing standardized lighting controllers. In
the second case, there are software providing means for accurate analyses
that give feedback on daily and annual light conditions, shadow overcasting,
thermal loss and gain. Both approaches enable light to be part of the design
by inversion that is, allowing the designer to visualize the results of the de-
sign and use the feedback to modify and adjust the process.
Initially, the targeted behavior of the light-sensitive scripted oper-
ator was to contradict the idea of simulation by bringing light into the fore-
ground of design rather than a strict performance evaluation mechanism
of design. In that sense, I immediately introduced a geometric generative
system responsive to light conditions. The secondary target of the experi-
ment was to overcome the limitations of computational geometry. In one
sense all environmental operators currently employed operate on finalized
geometry and affect specific parameters of the same geometry. I felt that
this approach was suffocating a process that could be more sensitive to the
external conditions the operator kindly offers. In order to abstract from
geometry, I considered it generic and used is as placeholder. In other words,
geometry was treated as a topological parameter of another geometry that
would grow and evolve on top of it. Therefore the process-structure, that
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is the environmental operator, would not immediately reflect it self on the
initial form but rather consider it as another parameter.
Under these thoughts I developed a scripted operator that im-
ported some typical light input parameters, such as sun path trajectory and
orientation, and generated a light responsive skin on top a place-holding
surface. The mechanism encoded in the script was inspired by the principles
of the optic phenomenon of parallax My intention was to capture abstract-
*8tra onspkso . x o ly the motion of sun and the change of light in combination 
to peoples'
mworf seios (32x) motion in space; this mysterious condition of multiple asynchronous mo-
tions evol(ing in parallel combined and related by a forml focal device. In
that sense, I tried to embed motion characteristics by operating on light in
the neutral physicality of a facade skin. In short, the operator begun by sub-
dividing a surface patch and creating on top of it ruled surface strips. This
prm e Tshading collection of bladed elements was aligned and oriented
towards the sun's trajectory which was subdivided in equal amount of steps.
At that level the external skin adopted some sun-dial properties and filtered
* se wn$en skin, by aVai ox_# light according to time changes of the sun's position. On second pass, the
waber of ssdint (i2x)o aligned elements were formally adjusted by means of attraction / repulsion
principles based on their position and angle of incidence of light-rays on
them. In short I tried to embed some photophilic / photophobic character-
istics on the artificial geometric skin.
I consider this project interesting for its ability to illustrate the
rinotions of bottom-up layered complexity building, for its fusion of objec-
tive and subjective mappi encoding and processing of environmental
* O aa Skin; y Chaif~g OXb J information, and finally for its integrative computational potential. There
position and oniean 0V dognis). are many different approaches on building complex systems. The one
implemented in this instance draws on the idea of mut-mensional lael d
complexity. According to this mode, complexity can be built by combining
consecutively layers of independent systems. In other words, it is possible
to structure a complex behavior by nesting simpler behaviors. Ea layer
can be thought of as a user-defined dimension such as it is possible to
form an nuple system. The (xyz)-tuple for instance, is used for describing
Cartesian coordinates in three-dimensional space. The independence of an
"m pAmi; y cgng m# the sun pea- n-tuple system springs from the fact that each component of the system
fion and orvination (M0 d(S. coordinate in the Cartesian space, is initially independent with each other.
A fimcon operating in this system is what describes the relationships
Sbetween these dimensions. A surface, for instance, defines a relationship
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in a space between its components and simultaneously is defined by the
characteristics of the system. In order to clarify this bi-directional relation-
ship I should mention that a line segment in Cartesian coordinates' system
defines a relationship of continuity of points between two end nodes which
has some specific properties such as they describe the closest distance. The
same line in a geodesic coordinate system, such as those used to map the
globe, generates a relationship with different properties. The previous men-
tioned line does not anymore contain the same characteristics. If we want
these characteristics in the new system we have to redefine the idea of the
ienfacr (1. 00/2. 00). linear segment by using geodesic distance characteristics. What is interest-
ing is that a function which utilizes the characteristic of an n-dimensional
system, can define a new rn-dimensional system on top of that. These are
translational systems and the implementation of the NURBS curves and
surfaces are vivid examples of this idea [Rogers, 2001]. In short it is possible
to build abstractions by nesting n-tuple systems.
The light-sensitive skin operator used the fundamental character-
istics of the Cartesian computational geometry (x, y, z) and simultaneously
*pho heic skin; y chaagogen#nn atta-
oienfactr (1.00/0.75). the topological characteristics of a NURBS surface (u, v, n ). Over these
dimensions it added another one, implemented by a linear function defined
by the number of shading blades. Furthermore, it defined another dimen-
sion by the relationship of the sun's position and the blades ordinal index
on the surface. Finally, it defined a dimension in order to describe the at-
traction / repulsion principles. Each dimension can operate independent of
the other. Therefore, for example, by fixing to null the orientation dimen-
sion vector and the attraction dimension vector the operator generates a
skin commonly known as a louver system. By fixing to null the distribution
of members and attraction vectors, the operator generates a system com-
monly known as a sun-dial or sun-flower. Finally, by zeroing the last pair of
dimension vectors, the system generated can be abstractly characterized as
a photometric.
The power of layered multi-dimensional systems is founded on
our cognitive inclination to process rather multiple simple layers of in-
formation in parallel. This fact is exemplified by my intentionally almost
scientific description, were I locked down some parameters / variables and
described the partial effects of the overall system by varying only one freely.
Most mathematical and engineering systems, judging within the limitations
page 38 of my knowledge in these disciplines, are of this nature or forced to be
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described by these means. For example in math the notions of continuity
and ability to derive and integrate are founded on such descriptions. In engi-
neering the relationships between the dimensions have to be formed under
specific conditions for problems to be resolvable.
Design-wise several processes can be formulated under these de-
scriptive systems. It is extremely interesting that we are forming complex
relationships between the dimensions we observe and utilize, and posses an
intuitive ability to forecast the effects and manipulate our derivative work
globally with relatively great amount of control. This is not always the case
by utilizing scientific analytical methods; but again the properties of our
behavior are questionable in terms of generality and objectiveness. Further-
more, my perception of design is not entirely covered by these means. It is
arguable whether or not this approach is the most general and/or powerful,
meaningful and so on. Nevertheless, as mentioned previously, it is irrelevant
for design purposes to debate for the ideal-ultimate design machine.
Coming back to the discussion of the environmental operators,
it becomes obvious that an attempt to introduce objective characteristics
in a digital design setup is inherently difficult. The difficulty is the result
of the process of understanding the environment rationally. There are two
general approaches for constructing this kind of understanding: modeling
and mapping; each with its own characteristics and dispositions. Both are
founded in observation of an environment and both are attempts to ratio-
nally reconstruct it. The main difference is that modeling is deterministically
driven, because its initial target is to extrapolate information after collecting
observed behaviors and properties and abstracting their principles. Map-
ping on the other hand is more empirically flavored because it stochasti-
cally collects information from an environment and attempts to generate
new knowledge by internal re-configurations and reinterpretations. Design
usually favors mapping whereas science usually employes modeling for the
same purposes.
In a design setup it is not always understood that either way, the
generated information is partial. This knowledge is not necessary, in order
to produce design, though. Yet, it becomes continuously a central matter
of debate either, as a discussion of which model of thinking is more valid
or suitable, or as a theoretical subject concerning of what design should be
page 39 or know about. I cannot think, in these terms, that the idea of misuse or
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misconception is appropriate to be attributed to design. Again these charac-
teristics are not novel because of the computational mean. The difference is
that the medium supports, enables or forces the design process to become
explicit to some degree, which in turns impacts the process of observation
of the environment and through that the modes of understanding it.
Sound-Bounded-Space
The second operator of this series investigated sound as an envi-
ronmental operator. I created this operator for two friends, Lydia Kallipoliti
[SMArchS Candidate of Design and Building Technology] and Saced Arida
[SMArchS Candidate of Architecture and Culture], which expressed an
interest in proposing an agorithmic design for an auditorium space. The idea
was to derive a formal description generated by auditory information. They
suggested that the spatial setup of an orchestra was an important factor in
configuring the auditorium space from the audience point of view. Thus,
space would be defined by the position, orientation and musical character-
istics of a typical orchestral arrangement
It is interesting to observe that an initial description as such, is suf-
ficient for a design to emerge but it cannot entirely bound its dynamics and
describe a singularity of a design product Furthermore, there are multiple
divergent narratives for establishing a communication for the purposes of
this algorithmic enterprise. The previous description is enough to some
extent. If a more rational explanation is needed it can be derived from the
initial principles or further intuitions. In order to rationalize for a moment
the intentions, I focused on the relationship between sound and form as
established in the archetypical form of the ancient amphitheater. In this
occasion form was found as result of a function between sound volume-
level and spatial position. In other words, the form of an open-air audito-
rium was affected by the properties of sound fading in relationship to the
distance between the sound source and audience. Therefore the inverted
truncated cone formal expression of the ancient theater was a result of a
form-finding mechanism with no digital computation involved whatsoever,
and multiple levels of abstraction from the objective properties of sound.
*pmntazex of mte we-band infmwa-
Am *fam The experiment that sounded interesting in that case was to ques-
tion the formal configuration of an enclosed space designed for an audito-
rium usage. By these thoughts it became provocative for me to describe and
page 40 implement a generative system that would produce a spatial enclosure based
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on sound traveling inside an enclosed space. The oxymoron of the attempt
was that an enclosure had to be defined beforehand in order to simulate
sound in space, but simultaneously the enclosure of the auditorium had
to emerge as a result of the same simulation. This, so called, simulation
started entertaining its initial definition and purpose, a concept which was
genuinely intriguing.
The resolution of this conflict came into being by restating the
question in a differential way. If there are two formal expressions that
respect the stated conditions of the inquiry and if the one is a consecutive
step of the other, then by differentiating them it might result to a unit-
base abstract initial enclosure and the reciprocal formal expression of the
targeted enclosure for the auditorium. The unitary abstract place-holding
basis of the experiment was therefore a generic spatial condition, a cube for
instance, which would also describe the maximal boundaries of the experi-
ment. The cubic machine is derived by the conditions of the computational
geometry descriptive system, such as (x, y, z) define in combinatorial fash-
ion (3 by 2) the boundary entity of the cube.
Simply stated and design-wise speaking, I thought that in any case
in any architectural project there are specific maximal boundaries within
a design evolves and operates; we usually call these boundaries and the
bounded space as the site. If we can abstract the bounded space to a topo-
logical level where position is indifferent and the inter-spatial relationships
are more important, then a simple cube will suffice as that spatial device and
also the conditions of the experiment would be covered. It should be clear
that the cube was not an archetypical model of space or anything initially
loaded with some external connotations. It merely described the minimal
boundary condition of a space bounded by six sides -again there is nothing
magic into the cube's six sides as they emerge from the definition of space
by using Cartesian coordinates-. Therefore a sphere composed out of six
patches or any other arbitrary spatial six-side-bounded enclosure would be
treated equally.
This spatial definition could then be subdivided in series of self-
similar components. In the generic cube's scenario we can imagine numer-
ous small cubicles composing the space. The concept of discreet spatial
entities composing a finitely bounded space is purely computational and
it is commonly known as mwxeAZation [Kaufman, Cohen, and Yagel, 1993].
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In short a voxel, volume element, follows the concept of a pixel defined
as a picture element. The technique is used among other applications, for
visualizing implicit surfaces, which are produced by a special form of math-
ematical functions. Experimenting with voxelization originates from an
older project described in detail later on. For the time being it is sufficient
to mention that each of these spatial entities would encapsulate a set of at-
tributes. These n-dimensional values would describe properties of the space
related to sound, such as volume. Thus, this spatial model described a to-
pological map of properties which abstracted space into a relational multi-
dimensional system. We can think of this property-based topological space
as an imminent geometrical-formal space. For historical reference, Lionel
March [March, 1974] presented a model similar this in his Boolean algebras
but as a rather analytical tool founded on the symmetry groups of analytic
geometry. The purpose of employing this mechanism in this instance was
to allow space to be attributed with properties without previously defining
form. Thus the point was that form is not the only instrumental machine
of design.
Once the conditions of the simulation were set there had to be
defined an attribute-assigning mechanism in order to populate the space
with values. For that reason Saeed proposed to map the configuration of
an orchestra and the relative positioning of the musicians of various instru-
ments. From that idea we developed a scheme of sound propagation based
on particle emission from musical sources. Of course the particle system
analogy is not adequate for simulating sound nor describes the qualitative
characteristics of music but it is rather an expression of partial encoding
of its properties. The sound particles, emitted from a sound source, would
propagate their properties in space by traveling, colliding, changing direc-
tion, fading out and eventually dying.
Once the parameters were all set, the computer run the simula-
tion and generated a cloud of properties inside the data container. The
next question that emerged was how to define geometrical form out of this
chaos of information noise. In this case some mechanism had to select,
filter and organize information according to some relevant targeted global
behavior. The device of thresholding is usually a basic method of filtering,
collecting and categorizing properties. Once the criteria of the threshold-
ing functions were defined, by properties of sound volume, gained echo,
instrument distribution and so on, the scripted operator defined regions of
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interest inside the volume. Finally, the interrelationships between the space
elements were processed by adjacency criteria in order to generate the final
geometric surface definition.
My contribution to the project ended around that point and the
formal refinement and further definition was handled by Lydia and Saeed.
The process and the eventual products were provocative in the sense that
attempted to redefine a spatial condition of an auditorium that is taken
for granted. The interesting idea of the process is based on fact that the
developed operator manipulated a data structure with extremely loose geo-
metrical characteristics. Therefore, there was a split between data-space and
formal-space which relationship had to be designed and mediated by an op-
erator. The whole process can be structured in the following process-map.
Process Map:
Initially, the behavioral system was described based on the vague
idea of sound-responsive emergent-form. The notion of design behavior,
which was used multiple times in a rather unclear way, refers to a targeted
relationship(s) between multiple properties and methods of a product
which are favored but not necessarily explicitly known or already mapped.
For instance, mobility is a behavior which has an imminent potential of
relating formal expressions, functional specifications, cultural contexts,
technological characteristics and so on, in an overall design product, once
the mappings of these relationships are established. The term behavior car-
ries with it two implicit characteristics: initially, it pushes aside the histori-
cal baggage of ordering, such as "something follows something else", and
concurrently, turns the focus towards perceptual and cognitive territories.
I cannot assert that these perspectives constitute better or worse interfaces
for design, but nevertheless different.
The descriptive system of the finitely-bounded-space was then se-
lected and paired with the voxelization scheme created the encoding context.
The term encoding context can have the same connotations as for an
architectural project, for instance, might have the site. Moreover, this com-
putational context should be considered as an integral part of design which
has its own references, constraints and dynamics. I think many chances for
advancements of design in the digital were lost because of the unsubstanti-
ated assumption that this kind of context is irrelevant to design. Further-
page 43 more, the process of selecting context can be a source for a greater design
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inquiry, because it involves observing, understanding and reinterpreting the
nature of things. Finally, the homogeneity of most design products can be
also attributed to their indifference of the encoding context because most
are based on the same definition-space.
The generative system of particle emission was created afterwards.
Generative systems have been explained by now; they might by based on
computational abstractions, such as Cellular Automata, Turing Machines,
Formal Languages, Lindenmayer Systems, Shape Grammars, or they might
be simulation flavored, such as Particle Systems, Photons transmitter &
receivers, Rigid body and Soft body resolvers and so on. In summary, any
systematic constructive process can be encoded and used as a generative
system. Finally, processes that operate directly on information extracted
from an environment and construct interpretations, such as computer vi-
sion, and pattern matching, are also generative systems; in reverse mode.
After specifying the generative system, the selection mechanism of
thresholding was employed. A selection mechanism can be thought of
in two ways. It can be an encoded procedural mechanism with the sole
purpose of filtering, evaluating and selecting regions from the generated
products. When the criteria are known and it is possible to be encoded,
usually such mechanism can help reducing the complexity of the variational
design product space. A second approach, based on a direct interaction
between the designer and the computer is also possible. In this case the se-
lection mechanism becomes an interface of observability. For instance, the
threshold function is this project was not used as a computer-side evalua-
tion device but rather as a tool that allowed us to pan through the dense and
complex information material. The later selection mechanism can be used
either when it is not possible to express an explicit mechanism of selection,
or because it merely as an explorative tool.
Finally, a rather simple translational method between topology and
geometry was applied. Translational operators are important for embodying
an information-based design process into a formal expression of it. The im-
portance of this step has to be stressed because usually it is forgotten with
rather not very pleasant effects. In summary, computation allows design to
operate not only on direct formal / visual media, in this project for instance
the simulation evolved inside a topological representation system. The mere
page 44 action of encoding a process, immediately detaches the design reference
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from a direct formal expression. The term design information encapsu-
lates both visual and non-visual design. It is obvious that a mechanism for
negotiating between the representations is needed. Considering the design
information as being entirely formal is more or less like appreciating a meta-
phoric expression on the basis of its literal meaning; which is a machine's
rather than a designer's behavior.
The essential characteristic, in the previously described design
mode, was the new level of abstraction or processing cycle added before
Lydia and Saeed finalize the process, and produce a rather suggestive object.
It is difficult to evaluate the nature of the contribution of this early phase
in the whole design process. In other words, where does design begin and
where does it end? I can restate the question by assuming that design is
as it was and ask for a name of the previous phase. Is that stage merely a
phase of building a technical background in order to face a design process?
In other words, is design the phase or observation, analysis and inquiry
formulation or only the phase of object making? If it is both, as I assume
it is, then design has changed its manifestation a little bit from what it was
before. Furthermore, the integrated digital design process implied earlier
is possible by fusing these two separate parts of the specific project. What
is nominated as an integrated design process is caused by an accumulated
knowledge and experience rather than emerged from nowhere. After all,
most of the components in this project were actually described and imple-
mented by various people in the past. Voxelization and octrees have been
used in computer graphics for years, topological transformations are al-
ready embedded in all NURBS geometry systems and simulation processes
for design are also relatively wide spread. The observed shift is most likely
caused because we can now employ all these methodologies and rethink
design.
Returning to the discussion of environmental information, it
seems that there are a few new intuitions developed about their role in de-
sign. Simulated environmental operators can be actively explorative means
rather than deterministic instruments for performance analyses, evaluation
and justification of given products. In earliest case there are some emergent
issues about the validity of such a simulation because eventually the means
are co-designed during the overall process to fit the ends. I think there is no
inherent soundness in an environmental information operator, either way
page 45 it encapsulates an interpretation by a method. I am more inclined towards
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designed environmental mappings and encodings because they allow design
thinking to develop through conscious observation and appreciation of
what's out there.
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The final series of project on design and computation departs
from environmental information and enters the realms of perception and
cognition. Whereas the previous section studied the relationship between
design, environment and computation, this one brings up the self as its
central figure. I think ending up in these territories was somehow inevitable,
since my initial purpose-statement inquired for an integration of design
thinking and computation. Throughout the development of my projects
these questions, of who is the observer and what can be observed, of what
is control and how control can be gained, of who is selecting and how se-
lection can be defined, seemed to continuously pop up. All these questions
signal for me that some sort of boundary condition was met.
Four-Space
Four-space was an investigation initiated in my undergraduate years
and came back into the foreground because of its relevance to perception.
My inquiry in that instance was about the extremities of mathematical sym-
bolic description in relation to form. The exploration was initiated by the
study of complex numbers, which suggest an imaginary numerical dimen-
sion. I was introduced to the idea of visual representations of space with
more than three spatial dimensions by Steven Richard Hollasch [Hollasch,
1991] from the science end and Marcos Novak's [Novak, 19911 from the
design side.
Mathematically expressed, space can be thought as n-dimensional,
where all dimension vectors are homogeneous. Simply stated, we consider
Euclidean space as composed of three dimensional-vectors each perpen-
dicular to each other. In math, it is possible to describe a spatial condition
by more than three dimensions. For instance, a three-dimensional point is
defined as (x, y, z ), this is only one possible notation, but in a four dimen-
sional space, a point can be described as (x, y, z, w ). Where this w-direction
may exist, is a difficult question to answer immediately; but we can assume
that exists inside the symbolic notation-space of mathematics. Generating
four-dimensional form is not that different from what is known: by drag-
Conceptual and Perceptual Operators
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ging a point a line is creates; by dragging a line, a surface is generated; by
dragging a surface, a volume appears; and finally, by dragging a volume, a
four-space object is constructed. Alternatively, a form can be described by
a mathematical expression which defines the component relationships in
four-space: f(hx, y, z, w) =0. Visual representation of four-space is also scal-
able: as we represent three-dimensional space by section-based mappings
(plans & section) or projection-based mappings (orthogonal & perspective),
we can represent four-objects by applying two of the previous mechanisms
sequentially.
tesqdd- ,wpmeuazr of a mrxskedfovr-
Ammiarnnalo/?,edfinou.
The problem that emerges from this descriptive system of space is
rather cognitive [Hollasch 91]. While it is possible to describe and represent
formal constructs in four-space, it is impossible to relate with these objects,
since there is no experiential knowledge of a four-dimensional space. The
fact that there is no terminology for describing four-dimnsionl objects
illustrates the point. Furthermore, since there is no cognitive precedence,
evaluation also becomes problematic. Since there are no established inter-
f a codependencies inside i olated representation systems as this one, it becomes
dktins- rionds ai~ fa iwifnr inevitable to force external dependencies in foreground in order to enable
evaluation. Four-dimensional formal products are fascinating, mainly be-
cause they contain the magic properties of the inkblot. Furthermore, since
there is no preconception of four-dimensional objects the integrity of the
product relies solely on the reliability of encoding and executing the pro-
cess. Therefore process evaluation within water-igt descriptive systems
becomes unary This doesn't seem adequate for design where there is no
one-to-one relationship between evaluating the process by the results and
vise versa.
eaau eaustid mofirmd iFafopr-r e nl, pro-
jt c hd e g thip eeres ao t nxh k Fed to a eian.
There are several reasons for presenting the concept of four-
space. Initially because it illustrates that representation systems, implement-
ed by computation, can be totally independent of any initial reference or
metaphor -purely computation and self-referential- and also because they
can relatively easily escape the design affordances of understanding of what
is represented and eventually controlling it; in this case is rather more vivid.
The selection of an encoding-context therefore prescribes the behaviors of
the products, even though it is not always possible though to presuppose
the potentials and limitations of such systems. It is also interesting to under-
line that an expansion of representation-means does not necessarily result
page 47 to a proportional expansion of ends.
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The Antiblob
The antiblob project was developed in the "Formal Design
Knowledge and Programmed Constructs" spring class of 2003 offered
by Takehiko Nagakura [Associate Professor of Design and Computation,
MIT]. The initial goal was to experiment with representations that do not
necessarily originate from a physical counterpart. The inquiry was based
on observing that even though we have the ability to create formally com-
plex objects by operating on purely computational representations such as
NURBS geometry, we tend to design by a mentality originating from the
pen and paper paradigm. Moreover, we accuse these computational meth-
ods as not being sufficient or transparent enough to map design thinking as
the previous instruments allowed us to do so.
This paradox became evident to me when I noticed that I was
working with the traditional plan-section operators in order to evaluate a
form based on these systems. While I had the option to move freely in all
possible dimensions I felt hopeless because my traditional means reached
their limitations where they became actually more obscuring than accom-
modating my process. What is the point of operating on a small number of
disjoint sections, trying to design a curved form in a slow and tedious trial
and error mode, while there might be ways of operating on the whole form
globally? At that level I realized that I was constantly hacking the potential
of this context-means-ends conflict by entertaining the incompatibilities
between the physical and digital. Literally, I promoted the formal character-
istics of the process that hinted about the traditional approach and blended
/ blurred them with locally automated modeling procedures, supported by
the software. Eventually, this spirally evolving redefinition of expressive
means and design goals, allowed me to explore design conceptually and
technically in a disjoint but parallel fashion. While this mode of design was
provocative and inspiring, I decided that it would be also interesting to de-
velop a knowledge-base on purely computational methods. Therefore, the
basis of this inquiry questioned the application of traditional means as the
only possible and plausible for design purposes and begun an investigation
on exploring new paradigms based on the characteristics of the computer.
The blob as a starting point for such an inquiry was problematic
because the concept is quite old and trivialized as a mechanism for compu-
tational design. I disregarded that because my purpose was not to employ
page 48 the mechanism for a specific design project and offer a statement through
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it but rather to understand the internal principles of computational rep-
resentations and processes. There is a general mistrust in experimenting
with computer-science mechanisms for design purposes. The biases are
founded either on the argument that design being a rich field it can produce
its own paradigms rather than borrowing foreign techno-flavored methods,
or on the premises that all application of such approaches are motivated
by uneducated-futuristic intentions. My position over the subject is that it
may be irrelevant whether the basis of this critical debate is technophilic
or techno-phobic. Moreover, there seems to be a general pathology in the
critical debates on design and computation, which emerges from the inher-
ent incompatibility between a critical analysis of a design process and a
product. The argument against improper applications of knowledge from
other field for design is debatable. I think there is no other ultimate rational
reason for experimenting with a new idea other than its mere property of
being intriguing.
Blobs are the result of a process which is far more interesting than
its malleable and liquid formal products. Blobs are implemented on top of
the definition of space as a discreet set of spatial volumetric identities. Vox-
elized space is based on Euclidean geometry but rather than defining the
minimal spatial entity as a point, a null-dimensional element, the basic atom
of this representation of a space has actual dimensions. The analogy of a
digital image composed of pixels, picture elements with actual dimensions,
serves as an example of the nature of this representation of a voxel-based
space. Essentially, a first interpretation of the process is not mentally remote
from either the basic computational geometry, founded on the properties
of a point, or image possessing based on pixel characteristics.
A blobby object [Blinn, 19821 is produced by a field simulation of
interacting forces in space. The generalized scientific terminology of a blob
is an iso-surface or an implicit surface [Bourke, 1997]. An implicit surface is
a special type of mathematical function, f( x, y, z) = 0, which essentially de-
fines a relationship between points in space. The concept of a voxel-based
space emerged as one mechanism for allowing these calculation-expensive
processes to be efficiently implemented by computational means. Instead
of calculating the boundaries of a surface by an exhausting point-by-point
algorithm, the voxel-based approach offers an approximation by defining
terminal/minimal volumetric entities. The idea of a small cubicle substitut-
ing a point springs from the observation that computers represent three-
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dimensional geometry with triangles [Lorensen, Cline, 1987]. Therefore,
instead of performing calculations on abstract/perfect points in space,
the problem can be shorted by calculating only those triangles that inter-
sect each voxel. Furthermore, alternative methods to voxelization go even
deeper and use the fact that the main visual computational representation is
a pixel based image; therefore all visual representations can be calculated by
backwards translational processes based on this eventual representation.
Implicit surfaces and voxelization are used for reconstruction of
three-dimensional objects from point-clouds collected by space-digitizing
technologies, for medical purposes for generating models from arbitrary
sections collected by tomography scanners and for simulating fluid dynam-
a blb u desmbd a afmsdton of fony,0t ics. The documentation of this computational paraphernalia was purpose-
fully provided in order to illustrate the fascinating potential of using such
remote from design methodologies but also the potential limitations of
interpreting them simplistically. Design was always been a process heavily
bounded by the limitations of its media: on concept, representation, real-
ization and evaluation level. Technically speaking, setting up the problem
space, performing means-ends analyses and implementing and evaluating
the products was, still is and may be in the future the main essence of a de-
sign thinking process. There is an interesting imbalance the computational
techniques introduced to design once they expanded the realm of means
virtually to infinity. While, the natural behavior of design thinking was to
inquire for the means, both technical and conceptual, for facilitating a spe-
cific sought goal, it is now more often that goals are hunted down in order
aout its exlbndrign to allow new means to be purposefully employed.
What might be interesting about this computational technique is
that makes the importance of design representation dear. This project com-
pared to four-space, the voxel-based representation is a bit more compre-
hensible. By shifting the representation from the point level directly to the
volume level, implicit surfaces offer an alternative mode of thinking about
space. The possibility of operating directly on spatial elements that have no
initial formal description allows a process of form exploration that is totally
unnatural compared to a traditional practice. Of course, two or three di-
.ohic mut of a compkxfiddfa.io& mensional grids are traditional design operators that share the properties of
guiding, regulatory, generative mechanisms of form, that don't have to be
entirely or partially the final formal products. On the other hand, the ability
page 50 to traverse seamlessly through representations is rather novel and extremely
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fascinating. It is possible to shift representations by traditional means, but it
is quantitatively limited and qualitative different as mentioned earlier.
The anti-blob as well as the previous project illustrated the bound-
aries of representation in digital design. The general problematic in repre-
sentation systems can be formalized by the term observability. It is used
in science/engineering for describing the ability to reconstruct a system's
initial state by given input-output measurements [DeCarlo, 1989]. In this
document it has a slightly different meaning that touches the former defini-
tion on the cognitive level. I will have to define observability as the capacity
of acquiring spontaneous design consciousness. I came up with this term in
order to describe the phenomenon of intuitive selection of an instance or a
range of instances from a wider range of computationally generated design
products. It seems that given any computational design process, there are
two principal modes of appreciating the results and controlling their evolu-
tion. The first one is by introducing objective external dependencies, such
as the environmental operators, which attempt to gain abstract control by
the same means that form the process. The second approach is based on
visual evaluation, which also introduces external dependencies with external
means of operation. In other words a human design-mind is external to
the computational realm. It can only interact with it by negotiating with the
computer: automatically by simulated partial descriptions or manually by vi-
sual feedback loops. The conceptual level of simulated communication was
covered in the previous section. On the cognitive level of visual thinking,
observability is a source of computational design operators.
Observability precedes computation; it is a general design be-
havior pattern. Peter Rowe uses the term solution seeing [Rowe, 1991]
for describing the phase in design problem solving where a new concept
intercepts the local mental apparatus and allows new designs to emerge.
In a computation-based design setup there are different behavior patterns
that emerge by the interaction with the machine. Because of the expansion
of representation and ease of product instantiation through generative
processes the conceptual part of design is shifted paradoxically towards
human visual cognition. The initial criticism against design and computa-
tion as being offending for attempting to replicate the design-mind is totally
undermined by the evolution of computational design, because the results
prove rather the opposite. Therefore, it seems that design-thinking comes
page 51 back into the foreground with different considerations. It would be a mis-
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take to confuse the idea of observability with stylistic preference, because
it does not describe a qualitative performative criterion of design-selection
but rather underlines the potential of conceptual generation and evolution
through the machine and the designer.
We can discuss observability in the context of emergence. Emer-
gence occurs when a product is generated by a process that initially doesn't
hint about it. This implies either self-volunteered blindfolding or impen-
etrable complexity that doesn't allow deep intuitions about the behavior and
products of a process to be estimated beforehand. In both cases emergence
is a human-depended phenomenon, it cannot occur by the medium itself
Simultaneously, it has to be stressed that emergence, as complexity, is not
prerequisite but rather the effects of constructing an understanding based
on multiple cognitive levels, thus complexity occurs; by setting these under-
standings into action/production, emergence occurs. So, both complexity
and emergence are not qualitative or evaluative characteristics of design but
rather intrinsic properties [Edmonds, 1999]. Having this said, the problem-
atic that I believe is interesting for computational design is to explore why,
how and when these properties are exhibited and impact design thinking.
The question of observability targets these issues. The use of the
term is employed in order to put the designer, rather than the machine,
into the foreground. In other words, I am concerned with studying the
human factor of this relationship rather than researching the properties
of the algorithm that produce these effects. I believe that this is important
because it introduces an active play between the machine and the designer
in a cognitive level, and whereas the environmental operators introduced
external relationships into a digital design from a so called objective con-
text, conceptual operators allows external links to be formed between the
machine and the self. Observability allows these thoughts to be illustrated
more dearly.
For instance, the experiment with the antiblob or the sound-
bounded-space used a simplistic one-to-one operator of observability:
thresholding. A threshold controlled which range out of packed visual and
symbolic cloud of information was important. The operator simply trimmed
the information space according to one single property and allowed only a
specific range to be presented at a time. The process is as simple as creat-
ing a half-tone image from a full-color image. There are two aspects that
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are interesting in this operation: initially, the operator allows the designer
to pan through the possibility space and expose only a constant frame of
information. They permit design to evolve in a non-rationalized manner:
neither by building small components upon components nor hierarchically
subdividing the problem space into simpler elements/sub-processes. In the
same time, thresholding doesn't impose any computational evaluative con-
straint other than the user's instinct. Of course thresholding is a simplistic
operator with specific biases but in a greater context such mechanisms al-
low direct indirect functions between computation and visual evaluation
to evolve. Furthermore, the fact that it is possible to explore design in this
way and obtain an encoded mapping of the exploration allows designers to
optionally track back the process and develop intuitions. In contrast to cur-
rent software that make possible to study what had happened, this approach
allows the designer to think of what had been observed.
In summary, computational design introduced the fascinating pos-
sibility of encoding mental processes which in turns produce design objects.
Globally, I believe that these processes are not neutral digital encodings but
rather conceptually suggestive design meta-products created for allowing
understandings to be co-developed. For formalizing this concept and allow
methodical exploration on it, I introduced the idea of observability, and the
conceptual operators as one possible way of constructing a design percep-
tion based on inquiring rather then acquiring.
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The generic-algos was a limited experimentation on evolutionary
computation for design purposes. The initial motivation was to investigate
computational methods that allow processes to be controlled globally in a
general-purpose fashion. My question was concerned with the practical is-
sues of controlling the construction of observation and generation. What
pushed me towards evolutionary computation was an emergent frustration
in dealing with mutli-variable systems. Specifically, the observation was that
the complexity of my systems was always climbing up faster than the means
I devised for controlling it.
The term global refers in this instance to processes that operate on
the overall input descriptive system and produce a cumulative output by ex-
amining multiple variational instances. A genetic algorithm is a blind-search
mechanism abstractly based on the Darwinian idea of evolution [Holland,
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1975]. In short a genetic algorithm is composed out of two important parts:
a chromosome description and a selection function. The chromosome is
an encoding of the properties that define a solution. The encoding might
be a set of attributes, genetic algorithms (Holland, 1975], or an encoding
of a process, genetic programming [Cramer, 1985]. The selection descrip-
tion is a set of procedural evaluation mechanisms that order the solutions
according to their targeted fitness. A genetic algorithm generates initially
a set/population of randomly generated chromosomes/solutions and in
each step it orders them according to their fitness and performs a crossover
process which transfers information between chromosomes. The chromo-
somes with high fitness factor are prioritized during the crossover process
and therefore the presumably better qualities are passed on between genera-
tions. A genetic algorithm processes the initial random information, funnels
down the solution space, and presumably converges to a set of solutions
that exhibit the best fitness to the prescribed conditions encoded in the
selection mechanism.
Evolutionary computations exhibit some interesting properties
but also have well documented deficiencies and limitations. Genetic algo-
rithms are sensitive to the initial conditions of the chromosome definition.
In other words, the encoded mapping of the solution space established as
the chromosome is bounding the possible outcome. Simultaneously, GAs
even thought they find a good solution, it is not guaranteed that they get
the best one; this is known as the local-minima problem. These shortcom-
ings may be overcome by running parallel evolutionary processes affecting
each other; these processes are based on the idea of parasite-host co-evolu-
tion metaphor [Hillis, 1990]. Another sensitive characteristic of GAs is the
encoding of the fitness function which performs the selection; it might
not be always easy or possible to describe fitness properties symbolically.
In sunmary, evolutionary computation has been primarily used for re-
solving search-based problems [Goldberg 1989] rather than generatively.
Evolutionary computations have been applied for many different purposes:
evolving virtual creatures [Sims, 1994], evolutionary design [Bentley, 1999],
creativity and emergence [Gero, 1996].
An application was developed in order to find a solution to the
problem of offsetting a triangle-based concave mesh by a constant distance.
Geometrically this is possible by increasing the number of end nodes of
the faces. In other words, when more than three non-equal triangular faces
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form a fan, the offset can only be resolved by increasing the number of
intersected segments and therefore convert some triangles to planar poly-
gons. The intention was to keep the faces triangular and therefore avoid the
generation of new vertices and polygonal faces. For that purpose I encoded
the original form's points as the gene and kept constant the configuration
of the points that mapped the faces. This technique, index-list to vertex-list
mapping, is highly used in computer graphics for conserving data memory
The slight difference was that the point configuration was interpreted as
vectors rather than vertices; vectors and vertices have the same notation
(x, y, z). By these means I described the solution chromosome as a relative
translation system to the original form; as if the original points were trying
to move into space and find their final position. The random population-
generation function assigned a random motion direction to each node of
the chromosome. Finally, the fitness function selected the solutions accord-
ing to two factors: the parallelism of the generated faces to the original
form's faces and the deviation of the projected distance of the resulted
triangles from the ideal offset distance.
The problem that I tried to resolve by implementing my first ge-
netic algorithm had no solution; this fact was already known beforehand.
The problem of offsetting concave hulls was not a problem that couldn't
be solved analytically Finally, the process was not developed for exploring
novel design solution space. The dubious purposefulness of such an experi-
ment can rather be found on the level of understanding an alternative mode
of intention encoding. In this case it targeted the description of an ideal so-
lution and a process of filtering and selecting. My goal in describing such a
computational mechanism, in some sense, was achieved because I managed
to encode the process in a meaningful and rather interesting way; consider-
ing that there was no previous knowledge of these systems. Even though
the attempt was inherently poisoned by the absurdity of trying to resolve a
problem with no solution, I believe that the reflections on this attempt are
quite valuable because they push all commentary of purposefulness-perfor-
mance aside for a moment As a designer I was fascinated by observing an
impenetrable random point-doud converging to something formally famil-
iar or at least visually expected. The experiment was highly provocative in
this sense, but the opportunity to touch some greater design-oriented issue
might be lost if the exploration remains in this initial level of fascination.
What is interesting for me in this sense is to understand the nature and
source of the provocative properties of this process for a designer's mind.
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An interesting aspect of evolutionary computation is that a gen-
erative part of the process, leading to some eventual results, is totally disre-
garded. In other words, there is no need for a directed, top-down, bottom-
up or both, scheme that guides a continuous or fragmented/discontinuous
sequence of actions to produce some eventual outcome. This process is
generalized and abstracted by the principles of Darwinian evolution and se-
lection. Therefore, evolutionary mechanisms go underneath the layer of be-
havior description, which was explained in previous sections, and anticipate
these behaviors to emerge as by-products of representation manipulation
and evaluation. This approach of creating a description and an evaluation
system and let the computer fill-in the gaps is rather attractive because it
opposes the traditional design mentality of developing the design, learning
by the process of making, reflecting on the intermediate results, incorpo-
rating new intuitions and refining the final product by actively-laboriously-
iteratively manipulating the hands-on representation. The generic algorithm
suggests that if the search space can be described and the properties of
the targeted product, then given some computational time, the in between
process is almost indifferent. Simultaneously, the entertaining part of evolu-
tionary computation is that it abstractly simulates design, where the process
becomes important, only if the products are mysteriously fit to some evalu-
ative conditions. Therefore, the subordination of the process to the product
is a common link.
The fascinating part of watching a genetic algorithm evolving
forms is probably founded on this abstract similarity but inherent incom-
patibility between the design act and evolutionary processing. Design by
these means becomes fundamentally an act of observation and indirect ma-
nipulation of the description and selection. The conceptual evolution in de-
sign was always founded on continuous observation and mapping of some
conditions, contextual, environmental, cultural etc., and reorganization of
these information. A second level of conceptual development comes by
the direct interaction with representations: drawings, sketches, diagrams,
models and so on. These two parts are collapsed in the evolutionary model
and the primary role becomes one of a spectator. Even though the evolu-
tionary search is blind the observation part comes into the foreground as
a process of indirectly developing a product by tweaking the initial condi-
tions of the process. Genetic computation in that sense is not that blind,
but rather suggestive as process of analyzing, exploring, and guessing the
page 56 necessary inputs that have to be computed in a genetic black box and result
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to approximate intended products. Even though the black box metaphor is
rather deterministic, crude and limited as one that can capture some sort
of design intelligence, it can eventually co-evolve, as a by-product of the
genetic process, the human observer.
Epilogue
This thesis attempted to illustrate some aspects of computational
design by documenting a range of experimentations and reflecting on
the results. The sequence for presenting these ideas was organized in an
evolving spiral format. The first part touched the initial issues sprung from
the first applications of computation in design: the phase of the digital
machine. The second part moved a little bit further and explored the re-
lationship between the machine and the environment. Finally, the last part
reached the issues of the machine and the self. Through this linear narrative
there were multiple re-inventions but also new discourse-seeds planted con-
cerning design in this context. The concept of design operators served in
this documentation process as the common reference that captured both a
person and a medium and allowed me to examine their relationship around
the theme of design.
The questions that I am concerned after closing this thesis is
related to possible future research. What I realize as being important is to
rewind in the beginning and reexamine my early assumptions and state-
ments for design & computation. Both these terms departed from my
initial implicit understanding of them. I would like therefore to rethink the
paradigm of computation as a black box that inputs information processes
it and outputs some new. I think this model has huge potential because it is
an abstraction over experienced processes. So, in this sense there are a lot
to be investigated inside this definition-space. On the other hand I believe
that we need to develop another overlaid or independent abstraction layer
of expectations over computation for design. I think the fact that computa-
tion, or digital design, eventually bounced back on me and that I had to get
into a cognitive level in order to provide some interpretations was only sug-
gestive of the necessity for rethinking my assumptions. In this sense, I look
foreword in inquiring, exploring, developing, reflecting and suggesting.
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